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NEW F-35 POWER? 
by David Donald

Tests on GE Aviation’s XA100 adaptive cycle 
engine have shown that the technology has 
matured enough and that the time has come to 
move the program forward.

In March the second of two prototypes of the 
XA100 began testing with the U.S. Air Force’s 
Arnold Engineering Development Complex in 
Tullahoma, Tennessee. The engine was devel-
oped as part of the USAF’s Adaptive Engine 
Transition Program (AETP) and is aimed at 
providing a new powerplant for the F-35A (and 
the Navy’s F-35C) around the end of the decade.

Results from the ongoing Arnold tests, and 

those conducted by the engine-maker at its 
Evendale, Ohio, plant—which now total several 
hundred hours of run-time—have shown that 
the technology has matured su!ciently and 
that the time is now right to move the program 
forward. 

“We believe that we have reached a critical deci-
sion point,” said David Tweedie, v-p and general 
manager advanced projects at GE’s Edison Works, 
the company’s research and development busi-
ness unit for military solutions. “Everyone agrees 
that something needs to be done. The technology 
is ready, and the needs are greater than they were. 
Now it’s time to proceed.”
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The F-35A will likely get a new adaptive cycle engine by the 
end of the decade. The GE XA100 powerplant might also make 
its way into the STOVL F-35B version, as operated by the RAF. 
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Study to view contrails
by James Wynbrandt

In the next step of its ZEROe project to 
develop the world’s first zero-emission com-
mercial aircraft by 2035, Airbus launched at 
the Farnborough International Airshow on 
Wednesday the Blue Condor project, a flight 
test program to study the composition of con-
trails produced by a hydrogen combustion 
engine. Though hydrogen emits no CO2 when 

burned, “hydrogen combustion does produce 
contrails,” said Sandra Bour Schae!er, CEO 
of Airbus subsidiary UpNext. “This is what 
we want to isolate and study, to understand 
precisely the e!ect of hydrogen burn, in order 
to make the right choices on the path toward 
net-zero.”

Blue Condor will use two modified Arcus 
gliders, one equipped with a hydrogen- 
powered engine, and one with a conventional 

kerosene-powered engine of equivalent 
power, to compare the composition of the 
contrails each emits.

Airbus will provide the hydrogen combus-
tion engine and propulsion system for the test, 
though the powerplant itself simply serves as a 
means of generating the contrails for study. The 
flight tests will happen in North Dakota in the 
northern Continental U.S. this winter, in col-
laboration with the University of North Dakota, 
and will finish by next spring. “You need a cold 
atmosphere” to produce contrails, Schae!er 
said in explaining the test location and timetable.

The test flights will last an hour each at an 
altitude of about 33,000 feet. The aircraft will 
be towed aloft and flown in the same meteoro-
logical conditions to ensure comparable data. 
A chase plane outfitted with sensors from 
German research center DLR will collect the 
emissions data for analysis.

“We will then be able to extrapolate the 
results of our simplified hydrogen burn 
engine towards something which would be a 
representative engine for our zero-emission 
aircraft,” said Schae!er. “We will build on that 
and define the next steps” on the company’s 
ZEROe path. z

EasyJet 
boosts 
A321neo 
fleet
by Charles Alcock

EasyJet will add 56 Airbus A320neo narrow-
bodies to its fleet under a deal announced on 
Wednesday during the Farnborough Airshow. As 
part of its fleet renewal program, the UK-based 
low-cost carrier will now take 18 of the larger 
A321neo aircraft in place of the A320neo.

The airline already operates more than 300 
examples of the A320 family, including a mix 
of the A319, A320ceo, A320neo, and A321neo. It 
serves more than 1,000 routes connecting 130 
European airports in 31 countries.

Airbus says the A320neo aircraft burn at 

least 20 percent less fuel than earlier gen-
eration single- aisle airliners. The manufac-
turer has delivered more than 8,100 units to 
130 customers.

Meanwhile, in other business announced 
at this week’s Farnborough Airshow, Azerbai-
jan Airlines signed a memorandum of under-
standing with Boeing covering four 787-7 

widebodies. The central Asian carrier already 
has a pair of Dreamliners and aims to expand 
its fleet to 10 by 2030.

According to Boeing, the 787-8 reduces fuel 
and carbon emissions by 20 to 25 percent com-
pared with the aircraft it is replacing. It can 
operate on sectors of up to around 7,350 nm 
in a two-class configuration. z
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EasyJet is adding to its Airbus fleet, which now includes more than 300 A320neo-family jets.

Airbus will study contrail composition from hydrogen combustion under its Blue Condor project.
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P&W dealing with near 
‘insatiable’ demand
by Kerry Lynch

Pratt & Whitney (P&W) continues to work 
on multiple fronts to manage supply chain 
challenges as it strives to keep up with surg-
ing demand, particularly as Airbus seeks to 
increase production.

Rick Deurloo, president of Pratt & Whit-
ney Commercial Engines, told reporters at 
the 2022 Farnborough Airshow demand has 
returned “even greater than we would’ve 
anticipated back in the 2020-21 timeframe. It’s 
almost insatiable for our airline customers.”

He pointed to Airbus’s target of raising 
A320 production from 50 a month to 75 by 
2025 and called it an opportunity but also cau-
tioned on the ability to meet that goal. “We 
see the demand. We don’t question rate 75. It’s 
more of a timing,” Deurloo said. “I think Air-
bus would like to get us in sooner than what 
we think we’ll be capable of. We’d like to hit 

that rate sometime in the 2026 timeframe.”
He added that P&W continues to iron out 

the rate plans with Airbus. “Obviously they’re 
pushing us to do better but we’re being bal-
anced knowing we have the Advantage engine 
coming in.” He said the addition of the next 
generation of the Geared Turbofan engine will 
require an “industrial play.” At the same time, 
P&W is acclerating its MRO activities and 
needs to accommodate resources for materi-
als around that as well.

All this comes as P&W makes strides to 
catch up on delivery slippages to Airbus that 
had come with supply chain challenges.

P&W president Shane Eddy said the engine 
maker acknowledged earlier this year that it 
hadn’t kept up with its delivery commitments 
to Airbus. “It’s no secret around the industry…
there are real issues with the labor force out 
there as the economy’s recovering,” he noted.

Greg Hayes, CEO of Raytheon Technologies, 

told analysts earlier this year that castings 
have proved a particular problem given a 
shortage of welders. “The Omicron [Covid] 
variant had a significant impact on not just 
our workforce but our supplier’s workforce,” 
Hayes had said, stressing the company moni-
tors the situation every day.

Eddy, however, was encouraged that by the 
second quarter, P&W’s output “was largely 
where we had said it was going to be. So, we are 
trending toward recovery.Certainly we’re not 
happy about the position that we’re in right now. 
We’re not happy about…putting stress on our 
customers, whether it’s on the OEM side or the 
flying fleet that is expecting to operate.” Eddy 
reiterated, “I think we’re seeing that recovery.”

Raquel Rivera, senior v-p of operations and 
supply chain, added that P&W is closely track-
ing ramp-up plans, hiring activities, training, 
and certifications. The company has more 
than 100 employees deployed to work with its 
suppliers. P&W also is investing in equipment 
to support the future ramp-up.

Rivera outlined three strategies that P&W 
has taken to address the problems, includ-
ing increased visibility into supplier activi-
ties. P&W is also o!ering some of its search 
capacity to its suppliers, along with deploying 
technical resources. z

Wisk says autonomous eVTOLs will transform 
mobility and prove vital to AAM success
Boeing-backed eVTOL aircraft developer 
Wisk Aero is building the first example of 
its full-scale, four-passenger design and 
expects to unveil it later this year. The com-
pany has already conducted more than 
1,600 flight tests in the two-seat Cora model 
on display at this week’s Farnborough Air-
show and uses data from exercises in Cali-
fornia, New Zealand, and Australia to refine 
what will be its sixth-generation all-electric 
aircraft expected to operate on routes of up 
to around 60 miles.

Unlike most other eVTOL manufacturers, 
Wisk intends the aircraft to fly autonomously 
from service entry, with vehicle operators 
coordinating the movements of multiple 
vehicles from a ground station. CEO Gary 

Gysin told AIN he accepts that Wisk won’t 
be the first to reach the market with its 
approach, but maintained that autonomous 
flight is not only necessary for a business 
model built around flights a!ordable to all 
travelers but will also be safer.

Initially, Wisk will operate the air taxi ser-
vices itself and within five years of achieving 
type certification aims to conduct around 14 
million short flights each year across a net-
work of 20 or so early-adopter cities. Even-
tually, the company sees the new mode of 
transportation scaling up globally, and at 
that point, it would sell fleets of aircraft to 
other operators.

In January, Boeing invested a further 
$450 million in its Wisk Aero eVTOL joint 

venture with Kitty Hawk. That constitutes 
the U.S. aerospace group’s main involve-
ment in the advanced air mobility sector, 
while rival Airbus committed last year to 
develop the four-passenger CityAirbus 
NextGen eVTOL model. C.A.

Wisk CEO Gary Gysin, posing in front of the 
two-seat Cora eVTOL at the Farnborough 
Airshow, is taking a different tack than other 
AAM developers by planning for autonomous 
operations from the start of air taxi services.
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With striking views of the private Farnborough Airport in 
Hampshire, Aviator is an independent hotel that binds the timeless 
glamour of aviation with seductive interiors and ultimate comfort.

The hotel boasts luxurious rooms and suites, an award winning 
Brasserie, an intimate Sky Bar, a collection of therapeutic 

treatments and a diverse range of meeting and events spaces to 
suit every occasion.

DINE & STAY OFFER
Dinner with Bed & Breakfast

from £105 per room

01252 555899 | AVIATORHAMPSHIRE.COM

http://aviatorhampshire.com
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Ethiopian signs pacts with Boeing
by Kerry Lynch

Ethiopian Airlines signed a contract with 
Boeing Global Services covering a landing 
gear exchange program for 19 older Boeing 
787 models, as well as a five-year contract for 
airplane health management services.

Mesfin Tasew, Ethiopian Airlines global 
CEO, announced the contracts during the 
2022 Farnborough Airshow, noting that the 
airline introduced the 787 into its fleet a 
decade ago and many are approaching time 
for landing gear overhaul.

Ethiopian operates the largest MRO facility 
in Africa and can perform heavy checks on all 
aircraft models and certain engines, Tasew said. 
The airline is in the final stages of adding Boeing 
737NG landing-gear support to its capabilities, 
but with the 787’s new technology, he added, 

“we don’t have the capability for the landing gear.”
Tasew also discussed wide-ranging short- 

and long-term plans for the airline. 
Immediate plans include boosting freight 

capabilities with the conversion of up to four 
of its de Havilland Dash 8-400s into cargo 
configuration. The airline also is considering 
converting orders for Airbus A350-900s to the 

-1000. “We are in the final stage of discussion, 
but it is not yet finalized,” he said.

He further outlined the airline’s 2035 plan 
that calls for nearly doubling its fleet from 135 
to 250 airplanes. Tasew called the 2035 plan a 
strategic roadmap that surrounds fleet expan-
sion and modernization, investments in MRO 
and airport facilities, development of human 
resources and systems, and sustainability.

Cargo and logistics are among the business 
areas staged for growth, he said. The fleet 
includes nine Boeing 777 freighters and four 
Boeing 737 converted freighters, and Ethiopian 
expects to add its first converted 767 freighter 
in August. Ethiopian also plans to add two more 
converted 767s into its fleet and has placed an 
order for another 777 freighter.

“We have a grand cargo expansion strategy,” 
Tasew said, noting the airline is further eval-
uating new-generation cargo airplanes that 
could include the 777 or the A350 freighter. 
On the narrowbody side, he cited a need to 
acquire more 737 freighter variants.

The airline has nearly 40 aircraft on order, 
consisting of 24 Boeing 737 Maxes, five 777s, 

two 787s, and six A350s. “These are the firm 
orders today,” he said. “But our plan is to 
expand our fleet by acquiring more…highly 
e!cient aircraft.”

As for returning the Max to service, Tasew 
noted that the airline performed all the rec-
ommended maintenance and modifications 
approved by regulatory authorities and Boeing 

before it re-introduced its first two. The in- 
service Max fleet has now grown to six, includ-
ing two delivered in the past three weeks. “I can 
tell you that the customers didn’t notice that 
they were flying on the 737 Max,” he said, not-
ing instead the comfort of the cabin. The return 
has been “smooth in terms of customers,” he 
said, and the aircraft have operated reliably. z

Bell’s V-280 Valor awaits FLRAA decision
Textron division Bell is preparing for a deci-
sion on the Future Long-Range Assault Air-
craft (FLRAA), for which it is bidding the V-280 
Valor tiltrotor. The V-280 competes with the 
Lockheed Martin (Sikorsky) and Boeing Defi-
ant X to begin the replacement of the Army’s 
fleet of UH-60 Black Hawks from 2035. The 
U.S. Army has just announced that it will 
deliver the selection decision in October.

Drawing on experience gained from the 
Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey, the Valor takes 
the tiltrotor concept another step forward. 
The V-280’s engines remain fixed, with just 
the drive shafts and rotor blades tilting, as 
opposed to the Osprey’s swiveling engine 
nacelles. The simpler arrangement saves 
structural weight and has beneficial e!ects 
on ground heating and reliability. The V-280 
also leverages developments in digital 

design and digitized maintenance concepts.
First flying on Dec. 18, 2017, the V-280 air 

vehicle concept demonstrator has demon-
strated a speed of 300 knots, as well as 
underslung load capability and low-speed 
agility. The demonstrator is powered by two 
GE Aviation T64 turboshafts, but the pro-
posed production aircraft would feature the 
Rolls-Royce T406/AE 1107F, a more powerful 
derivative of the Osprey’s proven AE 1107C.

Operated by a crew of four and typically 
carrying 12 troops, the Valor can deliver 
infantry over a 450 nm distance in 1 hour 50 
minutes, whereas the current Black Hawk 
would take more than five hours, including 
two stops at forward arming and refueling 
points. The V-280’s unrefueled combat 
range is more than 500 nm with a cruise 
speed greater than 280 knots. D.D.
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In a departure 
from earlier til-
trotor designs, 
Bell’s V-280 
Valor has 
engines fixed 
in place but 
driving shafts 
and propellers 
that pivot.
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P&W, Collins team 
on hybrid-electric
by James Wynbrandt

Raytheon Technologies subsidiaries Pratt 
& Whitney (P&W) and Collins Aerospace 
unveiled at the Farnborough International 
Airshow this week a new hybrid-electric 
technology demonstrator program for future 
advanced air mobility (AAM) vehicles. The 
Scalable Turboelectric Powertrain Technol-
ogy (STEP-Tech) demonstrator will focus 
on developing high-voltage distributed 
hybrid-electric propulsion concepts in the 
100- to 500-kW class, with the potential to 
scale to 1-MW and beyond. The modular 
demonstrator platform enables rapid proto-
typing of a wide range of configurations, the 
companies said, and plans call for ground 
testing to begin late this year.

“Our employee base, who love to connect 
and protect the world through aviation, are 
very excited to be working on sustainability 
today,” said Collins chief sustainability o!cer 
LeAnn Ridgeway.

Ridgeway and Graham Webb, her counterpart 
at P&W, reviewed the technology and “basket of 
measures” they are developing to support the 
aviation industry’s goal of achieving carbon-neu-
tral operations by 2050. Air tra!c moderniza-
tion products, for example, allow route and 
operations optimization; lighter-weight mate-
rials cut fuel consumption; engines that can 
burn 100 percent sustainable fuels reduce CO2 
emissions; and hybrid-electric and hydrogen 
propulsion concepts in development promise to 
complete the last mile on the journey to net zero.

Those propulsion programs include P&W’s 
Hydrogen Steam Injected, Intercooled Tur-
bine Engine (HySIITE) project, which uses 
liquid hydrogen combustion and water vapor 
recovery to produce zero in-flight CO2 emis-
sions and an 80 percent reduction in nitrogen 
oxide (NOx) emissions while reducing fuel 
consumption some 35 percent. Earlier this 
year, the U.S. Department of Energy selected 
P&W to develop hydrogen propulsion tech-
nology for commercial aviation.

Collins also designed a 1-MW electric motor 
for P&W’s regional hybrid-electric flight 
demonstrator, which will re-engine one of the 
powerplants on an experimental De Havilland 
Dash 8-100 regional turboprop, augmenting 
its turbine engine with the electric motor in 
a parallel hybrid configuration. The electric 
motor will provide extra power during takeo" 
and climb, allowing the fuel-burning engine 
to be optimized for cruise flight, and yielding 
an expected 30 percent improvement in fuel 
e!ciency and a corresponding reduction in 
CO2 emissions. The company has scheduled 
flight tests of the hybrid- electric demonstra-
tor for 2024. z

Azerbaijan Airlines triples Dreamliner fleet
Boeing has signed a memorandum of under-
standing with Azerbaijan Airlines covering 
the supply of four 787-8 Dreamliners. The 
aircraft will add to the two existing 787s 
operated by the Central Asian carrier, which 
has stated an aim to operate 10 across an 

expanded network by 2030. The 787-8 
o!ers a range of up 7,300 nm in a typical 
two-class arrangement.

“Azerbaijan Airlines was the first airline 
in the Caspian and Central Asia region to 
operate the 787-8,” said Jahangir Asgarov, 

president of Azerbaijan Airlines. “Over the 
years, our 787 airplanes have provided 
impeccable performance, and the addition 
of more long-haul airplanes will further 
expand the geography of Azerbaijan Airlines’ 
route network.”

The carrier also operates Boeing 757s, 
767s, and 777s from its Baku hub. “Today’s 
agreement extends our long-term partnership 
with Azerbaijan Airlines as they renew their 
fleet to capitalize on the growing long-term 
travel demand that we are seeing globally,” 
said Stan Deal, president and CEO of Boeing 
Commercial Airplanes. “The global in-service 
787 fleet has been the most- utilized widebody 
during the market downturn, and we are con-
fident in the proven performance capabilities 
of this airplane.” D.D.

Pratt & Whitney and Collins Aerospace are 
developing high-voltage distributed hybrid- 
electric concepts in the 100- to 500-kW class.

Already operating two 787s, Azerbaijan Airlines will see its fleet expand to six.
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Two airlines sign for 
EmbraerX Beacon
by Peter Shaw-Smith

U.S. airline JetBlue and Binter Canarias plan 
to adopt Embraer’s Beacon maintenance 
coordination platform, powered by market 
accelerator EmbraerX. The airlines have 
already embarked on trial partnerships to use 
the software suite, Embraer said at the Farn-
borough Airshow on Wednesday.

“We are excited about bringing our teams 
into a new digital era with Beacon,” said 
Alvaro Espinoza, director of maintenance 
at JetBlue. “We have long been waiting for a 
solution that accelerates aircraft return-to-
service by helping our workforce to be even 
more coordinated and reducing the com-
plexity and pressure they are dealing with as 
we enhance the knowledge management of 
the operation.”

JetBlue will initially integrate the system at 
its bases in New York and Boston, and expand 
to other airports and routes, Beacon o!cials 
said. Binter will begin the program in September 
with the five E195-E2 jets in its fleet, although 
the software also works with other aircraft types.

Peter Glowa, Beacon’s head of business 

strategy, told AIN the program was origi-
nally launched for commercial airlines, then 
the company added business jet operations. 
He said that military operators can also 
use Beacon.

“We look forward to getting started and see-
ing how our daily operations will be impacted 
by Beacon’s use,” said Binter director of oper-
ations Javier Bretón. “It is a promising con-
cept, and expectations are extremely high to 
improve not only the fleet availability but also 
the airline’s human resources.”

Embraer o!cials said Aeroméxico Con-
nect and U.S. regional airline Republic 
Airways were early adopters of the Bea-
con technology.

“We are increasing participants in the plat-
form and measuring results to share success 
with other operators,” said Marco Cesarino, 
head of Beacon. “It is all about keeping pas-
sengers flying. We want to focus on custom-
ers who fly in environments with distributed 
teams because this highlights the power of 
Beacon. Where connectivity was limited 
before, they can now be on Beacon, powered 
by technology.” z

Widerøe joins 
Embraer’s Energia 
Advisory Group
Becoming the first airline to join Embraer’s 
Energia Advisory Group, Norway-based 
Widerøe has signed an MoU to collab-
orate on defining and establishing the 
real-world requirements for sustainable, 
emission-free, and commercially viable 
aviation, the companies announced at the 
Farnborough International Airshow.

Named for the Energia family, the 
next-generation of 19- to 50-seat air-
craft Embraer is currently designing, 
Energia Advisory Group aims to acceler-
ate development and ultimately inform 
the choice of which Energia aircraft con-
cept will come to market first.

“There are entrenched ways of doing 
things in our industry, but running a 
zero-emissions fleet is going to be com-
pletely di!erent,” said Andreas Kollbye 
Aks, former director of strategy at Wid-
erøe and CEO of Widerøe Zero, its aviation 
sustainability-focused subsidiary. “This 
collaboration will get into the real-world 
detail, to shape the technology that will 
make Zero emissions flight a reality.”

Infrastructure, ground handling, air-
craft performance, and cargo capacity are 
among the operational issues the advi-
sory group is tasked with determining.

“Widerøe’s expertise in, and commitment 
to, sustainable aviation is unrivaled,” said 
Arjan Meijer, president and CEO of Embraer 
Commercial Aviation. “The experience they 
and subsequent group members bring to 
the program will be a key foundation of 
Energia’s successful development.”

Complementing the Energia MoU, 
Embraer already works with Widerøe 
on “Project Zero,” a collaboration with 
Rolls-Royce to study a zero-emission 
aircraft of around 50 seats. J.W.

Embraer’s E195-E2 seats up to 146 passengers and flies up to Mach .82 and 41,000 feet. Maximum 
takeoff weight is 135,585 pounds, and it can fly up to 2,600 nm. Binter Canarias operates five. 
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GE testing 
megawatt 
hybrid 
propulsion
by Kerry Lynch

GE Aerospace, in a partnership with NASA 
and Boeing, has begun preparing to fly a 
hybrid-electric propulsion system on board an 
aircraft testbed later this decade. The e!ort 
follows successful completion for the first 
time of testing involving a megawatt-class, 
multi-kilovolt hybrid-electric propulsion sys-
tem in simulated altitude conditions for single- 
aisle commercial flight.

Beginning a little more than a year ago 
and running through earlier this year at 
NASA’s Electric Aircraft Testbed facility in 
Sandusky, Ohio, the test marked the cul-
mination of more than a decade’s worth of 
research and marks a key milestone in the 
effort to bring hybrid-electric propulsion to 

single-aisle aircraft in the mid-2030s.
Involving a complete high-power, high- 

voltage system, including electric motor/genera-
tors, power converters, power transmission, and 
power control systems, the test demonstrated 
the performance and operation of components 
in flight environments up to 45,000 feet. Two 
sets of a hybrid-electric system were operated 
to represent the right and left aircraft engines.

The components were tested independently 
and as an integrated system with evaluations 
covering multiple modes, including power trans-
fer from side to side, power assist to a simulated 
engine, and aircraft power generation. The trials 
also involve simulation of energy storage.

Mohamed Ali, v-p and general manager of 
engineering for GE Aerospace, noted the test 
managed to overcome a key barrier for use 
of hybrid-electric in regional and single-aisle 

aircraft—flight above 10,000 feet with higher 
voltages. At higher altitudes, plasma arcing 
becomes an issue when involving high-voltage 
systems, due to the thinner air causing reduced 
resistance. “You need to invent technology to 
prevent that,” he said, as well as handle ther-
mal management.

Testing will continue under NASA’s Elec-
trified Powertrain Flight Demonstration pro-
gram with a flight test later in the decade of a 
hybrid-electric system in a Saab 340.

Brian Yutko, v-p and chief engineer of 
sustainability and future mobility at Boeing, 
said the company has acquired the aircraft 
and begun modifications. Boeing unit Aurora 
Flight Sciences works with Boeing on the inte-
gration. The teams are preparing the systems 
for flight and will prove flight worthiness and 
safety for the experimental flight tests. z

CAE partners on electric propulsion for Piper
CAE is partnering with Piper Aircraft to 
develop a supplemental type certificate 
(STC) for an electric powerplant conversion 
of the single-engine Piper PA-28-181 Archer 
light airplane, the companies said Tuesday 
at the Farnborough Airshow. Swiss company 
H55, which provided technology used on the 
Solar Impulse sun-powered world-rounding 
airplane, will supply the battery system for 
the STC. Safran Electrical & Power will supply 
its EngineUs 100 electric motor that provides 
a maximum of 150 kW power at takeo! and 
incorporates an integrated motor controller.

The project draws support from a Project 
Resilience program under which CAE plans 

to invest C$1 billion over the next five years 
in innovation through a partnership with the 
governments of Canada and Quebec.

CAE president and CEO Marc Parent said 
the project combines CAE’s “innovative 
spirit and our commitment to sustainability” 
and comes as it celebrates its 75th anniver-
sary. As for the move to electrify the Piper, 
he noted that new propulsion technology 
stimulated development over the history of 
aviation. “We’re seeing it here today,” said 
Parent. “This is a leap forward for CAE.”

Noting that Piper has produced more than 
28,000 Archers, Parent added that selecting 
that model made sense for CAE because it is 

one of the largest operators of the Piper aircraft. 
“We literally have hundreds of aircraft and a big 
portion is Piper Archer aircraft,” he said.

As such, he added Piper is “absolutely 
positioned to bring in leaders in electrifica-
tion together…to develop a modification for 
the aircraft.” Parent said the modification 
will be important for CAE not only in making 
its training more sustainable but also to train 
students on operation of electric aircraft, an 
important need for the future.

However, plans call for CAE to make the STC 
available not only for its flight schools but to 
other operators worldwide. Under the agree-
ment, Piper would have the ability to leverage 
the STC for its other products and into the pro-
duction line. K.L.

Working with 
NASA and Boeing, 
GE Aerospace has 
already completed 
ground testing  
of a hybrid- 
electric propuls-
tion system and is 
preparing for flight 
testing.
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Embraer, BAE MoUs 
target C-390, Eve
by Kerry Lynch

Embraer is expanding its partnerships with 
BAE Systems under memoranda of under-
standing signed on Tuesday during the 2022 
Farnborough International Airshow to collabo-
rate on potential markets in the Middle East for 
the C-390 Millennium and to explore defense 
and security applications for the Eve eVTOL.

The first MoU paves the way for a strategic 
partnership that would enable Embraer to build 
on BAE Systems’ long-standing ties in the Mid-
dle East for opportunities for Embraer’s C-390 
Millennium multi-role military transport air-
craft. The partnership particularly focuses on 
Saudia Arabia, but the companies are consider-
ing possibilities in other markets in the region. 
BAE supplies the primary flight controls for the 
twin-engine multi-role military transport.

In service in Brazil and in certain European 
markets, the C-390 suits a collaboration in the 
Middle East, which represents a new market 
for the aircraft and its KC-390 air-to-air refu-
eling variant. A C-390 is on display at the Farn-
borough Airshow.

While not addressing a specific require-
ment from Saudi Arabia, Ian Muldowney, 
COO for the BAE Systems Air sector, said a 
number of customers have aging C-130 fleets, 
and “we see that opportunity arising there.” 
BAE and Embraer particularly see potential in 
Saudi Arabia, not only as a means of transport 
but for special mission applications. “We want 
to be ahead of the game,” he said.

Jackson Schneider, president and CEO of 
Embraer Defense & Security, added that the 
MoU draws on the strengths of each partner 
bringing “a new concept to market, o!ering 
a versatile and multi-mission platform with 
very low operating costs and fast turnaround.”

The partnership follows a demonstration 
Embraer conducted in several markets in the 
region a few months ago. The Brazilian air-
framer earlier flew the C-390 to the Middle 
East before the pandemic.

As for the possibilities for the Eve eVTOL, 
the companies are exploring a range of options 
where such a vehicle could serve military mar-
kets in a cost-e!ective manner. Schneider 

cited possibilities from special operations to 
medical evacuation. Use of the vehicles will 
hold a particular advantage in that they don’t 
require fuel, he noted.

“Our customers’ operating environment is 
increasingly complex and eVTOL is just one 
example of how we’re looking at emerging 
technologies, including those from the com-
mercial market,” Muldowney said.

As for the timing of such applications, 
Muldowney cautioned that “we don’t want to 

get ahead” of the commercial development. The 
MoU further cements plans revealed in Decem-
ber that the two parties were looking at the Eve 
eVTOL for a potential defense variant. z

De Havilland intros Dash 8-400 freighter
Responding to growing demand in the cargo 
market, De Havilland Canada (DHC) launched 
at the Farnborough International Airshow 
three freighter conversion programs for the 
Dash 8-400, the Quick Change, Package 
Freighter, and Freighter with Large Cargo 
Door. The conversions “will easily enhance 
the overall value and extend the already high 
revenue-generating capabilities of the Dash 
8-400 aircraft,” said Jean-Philippe Côté, v-p 
of programs, while addressing “a wide variety 
of operational business models.”

The Quick Change conversion (Dash 
8-400 QC) allows the aircraft to change 
quickly between all-passenger and all-
cargo configurations. A new smoke detec-
tion system converts the cabin into a Class 
E compartment for all-cargo flights.

The Package Freighter conversion 

(Dash 8-400 PF) creates nine distinct load-
ing zones with eight radial spider nets for 
tiedown and restraint functions, allowing 
bulk loading of cargo such as e-commerce 
packages. The primary cargo access door, 
positioned in the same location as the aft 
baggage compartment door in all Dash 8 
models, is complemented by four addi-
tional access doors for quick loading and 
unloading. An optional palletized cargo 
loading system is available.

The Freighter with Large Cargo Door 
conversion (Dash 8-400 F-LCD) adds a 
large cargo door and cargo loading system 
to the Package Freighter, providing a cargo 
model for transport of pallets or containers.

Côté noted the twin-turboprop trans-
port’s short field capability, hot and high 
performance, and 1,640 nm range. Low 
noise and CO2 emissions “position it very 
well for cargo operations,” he said.

The conversions will be o!ered through 
original equipment manufacturer service 
bulletins approved by Transport Canada, 
and DHC will provide support ranging from 
kit installation to on-site support. J.W.

Embraer Defense CEO Jackson Schneider (left) 
and BAE Systems Air sector COO Ian Muldowney.

A De Havilland Canada (DHC) Dash 8-400.
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Aviation leaders call 
sustainability vital
by Kerry Lynch

Government and industry leaders agree that 
meeting a sustainability target of net zero by 
2050 is vital for aviation and that it would not 
reach the goal without widespread adoption 
of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF). Speaking 
during a forum—Accelerating Sustainable 
Aviation and Targeting True Zero—on the 
opening day of the 2022 Farnborough Airshow, 
Rolls-Royce CEO Warren East called a focus 
on sustainable aviation “an absolute neces-
sity and a commercial imperative” but added 
it also represents an opportunity. “That is the 
approach we are taking,” he said.

Jim Hileman, chief scientific advisor for 
environment and energy for the FAA, noted 
that while 2050 “seems like a long time from 
now, it’s not.” Building new infrastructure for 
decarbonization is a long undertaking. A more 
likely route will be to leverage today’s infra-
structure and refining capabilities with SAF. 

“We have tremendous capability of producing 
biomass. We also have tremendous capability 
of using biofuels,” he said. “If we want to get 
to net zero, that is the answer.”

International Air Transport Association 
chief Willie Walsh echoed sentiments about 
a need to accelerate ambitions on sustain-
ability and stressed that international air-
lines are committed to achieving goals and 
to a “large degree” will achieve that through 
SAF. However, he is encouraged that despite 
the pandemic-related crises the industry has 
undergone, “the focus on the environment 
remains front and center,” he said. “I think 
we should be optimistic.”

Walsh also emphasized a need to incen-
tivize SAF production. “I get a little bit angry 
when I hear people saying, ‘we’ve got to con-
vince the industry to move,’ he said. “In fact, 
what we’ve been saying is we need more. We 
need you to produce more. We will use the 
fuel if you produce it.”

Governments should o!er incentives for 
a transition, he said. “I think with the right 
government support and policy frameworks 
in place, then we will see accelerating use 
of sustainable.”

Lauren Riley, chief sustainability officer 
and managing director of global environ-
mental affairs for United Airlines, added, 

“I agree one hundred percent here. We do 
not have [enough]. We will take as much 
as there is. So we need policy to step in 
and drive the supply.” She also warned 
that while international agreements exist, 

“cracks” are starting to appear with different 
regions coming up with their own policies 
surrounding emissions reduction. If that 
continues, it would become a significant 
burden on operators.

Another area where the leaders agreed cen-
ters on the pricing of SAF. The cost can come 
down, but for many reasons surrounding 

manufacturing and transportation, it will 
always be more expensive, Hileman said, 
and that will translate into higher costs for 
end customers.

Walsh further added, though, that airlines 
are willing to pay the extra cost.

Meanwhile, the panel agreed that no one 
single answer to net zero exists and it will 
require multiple solutions such as hydrogen 
and electric. But Hileman cautioned that 
while hydrogen remains a solution, it will 
need considerable infrastructure to play a 
major role. East, who gave a glimpse into 
Rolls-Royce’s plans for its direct air capture, 
added that hydrogen is a longer-term pros-
pect when considering its use in gas turbine 
engines, which would be necessary for its 
success in airliners.

The World Economic Forum has broad 
support for these initiatives, said Laia Bar-
bara, the Forum’s community lead for sus-
tainable aviation. She stressed the need for 
intermediate goals to demonstrate that prog-
ress is being made. z

Rolls, Hyundai to develop AAM fuel-cell tech
Hyundai Motor Company is teaming with 
Rolls-Royce to deliver electric propulsion 
for new advanced air mobility (AAM) vehi-
cles based on hydrogen fuel cell technol-
ogy. Applications will likely include the 
four-passenger eVTOL model now under 
development by the Korean automaker’s 
Supernal division.

Under a memorandum of understanding, 
the aircraft engine maker and Hyundai aim 
to be ready to conduct a joint fuel-cell elec-
tric aircraft demonstration in 2025. The part-
ners want to develop new powertrains both 
for Hyundai’s planned eVTOL aircraft, which 
will operate regional routes of up to around 
60 miles and serve other AAM applications.

The partners signed the agreement 
during this week’s Farnborough Airshow 
with top-level leadership present. They 
included Rolls-Royce CEO Warren East 
and chief technology and strategy officer 
Grazia Vittadini, as well as Hyundai Motor 

Group executive chair Euisun Chung, 
Hyundai’s AAM business unit president 
Jaiwon Sun, and the division’s vice presi-
dent, Jaeyong Song.

Rolls-Royce’s electrical division is already 
developing an electric propulsion system 
for Supernal’s rival eVTOL developer Verti-
cal Aerospace. It also has begun work on 
a 1-MW turbogenerator to support various 
hybrid-electric applications. C.A.

Hyundai-backed Supernal is exhibiting a 
mockup of a four-passenger, hydrogen-pow-
ered eVTOL aircraft under development.
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Sikorsky planning bid for NHM
by David Donald

Lockheed Martin is pitching its Sikorsky 
S-70i Black Hawk at the UK’s New Medium 
Helicopter (NMH) requirement for up to 
44 helicopters to replace the Puma, Gri!n, 
and Dauphin fleets. The company states 
that it is “well-positioned” to meet the 
requirement and highlights its long history 
of delivering helicopters to the UK military 
through licensed production of Sikorsky 
types by Westland.

A formal request for proposals for NMH 
has yet to be issued, but the prospective 
bidders have answered a pre-qualification 
questionnaire concerning the suitability 
of the bids to answer the needs of NMH. 
One previously stated UK aim is the desire 
to have the helicopter in service in 2025, 
which has driven the need to seek an off-
the-shelf design.

Sikorsky’s S-70/H-60 Black Hawk is one 
of the most successful military helicopters 
ever, with nearly 5,000 in service in more 
than 30 countries and 15 million hours 
flown. The 5,000th S-70 is due to be deliv-
ered later this year, and demand for H-60 
variants remains high. The latest generation 
Black Hawk—as represented by the S-70i—
is in production at the former PZL plant at 
Mielec in Poland, which is wholly owned 
by Lockheed Martin. If the Black Hawk is 
selected for NMH, the aircraft would be 
built there.

While that would allow Lockheed Martin 
to deliver the aircraft in time to meet the 
stated in-service date, other bidders are 

offering greater UK content, including man-
ufacturing in the case of the Airbus H175M 
and Leonardo AW149. Sikorsky has adopted 
an open and flexible approach to exploring 
productionization opportunities in the UK, 
such as taking green airframes and complet-
ing them in the UK, undertaking UK-specific 
adaptations and modernizations in-country, 

and involving UK companies in a range of 
support activities. The S-70i’s T700 engines 
could be supported by GE Aviation’s H+S 
Aviation in Portsmouth, for example. 
Another S-70i advantage highlighted by 
Sikorsky is the interoperability with Black 
Hawks of other nations, notably those of the 
U.S. Army. z

PBS unveils turbojet engine for UAMs
PBS Velka Bites unveiled the diminutive 
TJ80-120 turbojet engine at a launch cer-
emony on Monday at the Farnborough 
International Airshow. The Czech engine 
manufacturer concentrates on design 
and production of small turboprop and 
jet engines as well as high-precision 
machining and other manufacturing tech-
nologies. PBS first produced the TJ80-
120 last year.

The TJ80-120 is a subsonic jet engine 
based on the TJ80-90, but features a new 
fuel system and redeveloped flow parts. 
The company designed the engine for 
unmanned aerial vehicles such as target 
drones, remote carriers, and unmanned 
combat systems.

A new fuel system allows for a higher 
overall e!ciency of the engine cycle, and 

engineers carried out the updated flow 
design on the compressor and turbine 
stages. The single-stage centrifugal com-
pressor and single-stage axial turbine 
wheel also underwent modernization. 
Thrust increased from 900 to 1,250 New-
tons, and the TJ80-120 set a world record 
for turbojet engines of its size. The new 
engine’s thrust-to-weight ratio is 9.23, all 
while maintaining the original size and 
weight of the TJ80-90.

PBS also o"ers in-house customization 
of the engine and can aid customers with 
integration with various types of airframes. 
In the U.S., Sonex Aircraft sells an amateur- 
built aircraft kit that uses a PBS engine, 
the jet-powered SubSonex. The company 
is also developing the JSX-2T, a two-seat 
version of the PBS-powered jet. C.K.

A Sikorsky  
Black Hawk 
appears at 
Farnborough 2022, 
representing 
an off-the-shelf 
helicopter that 
would fit NHM 
requirements.DA
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RAF E-7 Wedgetail 
program taking off
by Chris Pocock

The last of three E-7 Wedgetail AEW&C aircraft 
being supplied to the UK Royal Air Force arrived 
in the country last week for conversion from the 
Boeing 737NG airframe. Principles described the 
program in some detail last Friday during a brief-
ing at the Royal International Air Tattoo (RIAT), 
held just before the Farnborough Airshow.

The RAF ordered five E-7s in 2019 to replace 
its aging E-3 Sentry fleet. It reduced the order 
to three aircraft last year, in a British defense 
review. Two of them are second-hand airliners, 
the third is new-build. The E-7s are due to enter 
service in 2024. Until then, there will be a capa-
bility gap because the RAF has just retired its 
last three flyable E-3s and sold them to Chile.

Air Commodore Alex Hicks, the RAF’s 
senior responsible officer, talked frankly 
about the disruption caused by the decision 
to cut the order. “We had to start afresh on the 
contracting…there have been a lot of distrac-
tions,” he said. A late decision to base the air-
craft at RAF Lossiemouth in Scotland rather 
than RAF Waddington, the RAF’s ISTAR hub 
and E-3 Sentry base, didn’t help the problem. 
The reason was to achieve synergies with the 
RAF’s fleet of nine P-8 Poseidon ASW aircraft, 
which is also based on the Boeing 737 airframe.

The aircraft are being converted by STS Avi-
ation Services at Birmingham Airport. STS is a 
global MRO but had not previously tackled a 
complex military conversion in the UK. So eye-
brows were raised about the choice, which was 
Boeing’s to make, although validated by the UK 
MOD’s Defence Equipment and Support agency.

Boeing originally negotiated with Marshall 
Aerospace for the work to be done at its Cam-
bridge facility, where the privately-owned 
company has done military conversions and 
overhauls for many years. But “it didn’t work 
out,” said Anna Keeling, v-p and managing 
director of Boeing UK. AIN understands that 
the plan was to award Marshall a sole-source 
contract. When the talks failed, a competition 
was held, and STS emerged as the winner.

Keeling said that although this was a complex 
and heavy modification program, it had been 
quickly set up by a blended team of about 100 
people split equally between Boeing and STS 
employees. The latter are qualified mechanics 
who have undergone an eight-week training 
course. The team is performing the structural 
modifications, including the removal, modifica-
tion, and reinstallation of the entire Section 46 
of the fuselage to accommodate the Northrop 
Grumman “Top Hat” multi-role electroni-
cally scanned array (MESA). Keeling said the 

process involved the drilling of 30,000 holes. 
Overall, the conversion requires the addition 
of 1,000 wire harnesses and the modification 
of 150 more. STS has already performed 1,000 
hours of touch labor on the first aircraft.

Meanwhile, Boeing employees are working 
on the mission integration systems at the com-
pany’s Oklahoma upgrade and modification 
center, and Northrop Grumman has completed 
and tested the first MESA at its Baltimore facil-
ity. Hicks noted that Northrop Grumman had 
not produced a MESA for some years; Boeing 
sold a total of 14 Wedgetails to Australia, Turkey, 
and Korea between 2009 and 2015. He said that 
the RAF’s MESAs will be modernized, for exam-
ple, by consolidating LRUs onto a single card. 

“MESA is not just a radar, it’s a sensor,” he added.
Hicks looks forward to potential transatlan-

tic synergies, now that the U.S. Air Force has 
also decided to buy E-7s as an E-3 replacement. 

“U.S. crews will participate in our development 
testing and evaluation. They want to go opera-
tional as soon as possible,” he said. z

The RAF’s new E-7 Wedgetail AEW&C arrived in 
the UK last week for conversion from the Boeing 
737NG airframe. 

CMC lands Korean trainer cockpit upgrade
Korea Aerospace Industries has awarded 
a contract to Canadian avionics specialist 
CMC Electronics to modernize the cockpits 
of the KA-1 advanced trainer, now in service 
with the Republic of Korea Air Force (ROKAF). 
The KAI-designed single-engine turboprop 
aircraft performs advanced mission training 
and light attack roles.

CMC worked closely with KAI in creating 
the new cockpit. The modernized work-
space is built around CMC’s PU-3000, the 

world’s first civil-certified multicore mission 
computer. With its partitioned, embedded 
software applications, the PU-3000 can 
integrate several multi-function displays or 
a single large area display (LAD) as used 
in the KA-1. The computer’s modular archi-
tecture means that it can support multiple 
avionics applications while maintaining the 
redundancy required to meet flight-critical 
function standards.

“This new contract is a timely and strategic 

development for all parties involved,” said 
Brad Nolen, CMC’s v-p of sales and market-
ing. “We believe that the upgraded KA-1 plat-
form with a PU-3000-driven LAD interface 
will both increase aircraft availability and 
better prepare ROKAF pilots for their future 
modernized fleet of KF-X [KF-21} fighters.”

With its new cockpit, the KA-1 will be able 
to emulate the avionics of advanced fighters, 
resulting in better and more rapidly trained 
pilots. Moreover, the computer’s software 
development kit allows KAI to develop pro-
prietary mission applications by itself. D.D.
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Airbus and airlines to 
capture carbon credit
by Peter Shaw-Smith

Carbon credits came a step closer to main-
stream use with the signing of letters of 
intent by Airbus and a group of airline own-
ers, including Air France-KLM, International 
Airlines Group, Lufthansa Group, and Virgin 
Atlantic, to “explore opportunities for the 
future supply of carbon removal credits from 
direct air carbon capture technology.”

Airbus has partnered with 1PointFive, a 
subsidiary of Occidental Petroleum’s Low 
Carbon Ventures business, for the sequestra-
tion of quantities of CO2 in a scheme known 
as direct air carbon capture and storage. That 
filters and removes CO2 directly from ambi-
ent air using high-powered fans, and once 
removed, the gas can be permanently stored 
in geologic reservoirs.

Airbus’s agreement with 1PointFive 
involves the pre-purchase of 400,000 
tonnes of carbon removal credits to be 
delivered over four years, the OEM said. 
Participating airlines have committed to 
engage in negotiations on the possible 
pre-purchase of verified and durable carbon 
removal credits from 2025-28.

The gas will be stored in saline aquifers in 
a one megaton facility in the Permian Basin 
in Texas, an underground area around 86,000 
square miles in size. Much of Occidental’s 
40 years of experience with CO2 involves 
using the gas for reinjection into oil fields for 
enhanced oil recovery.

“As the aviation industry cannot capture 
CO2 emissions released into the atmosphere 
at source, a direct air carbon capture and stor-
age solution would allow the sector to extract 
the equivalent amount of emissions from its 
operations directly from atmospheric air,” 
Airbus said.

“One of the key things for the technology is 
that direct capture can be placed anywhere,” 
said Steve Kelly, president and general man-
ager at 1PointFive International. “If you’re 
going to sequester it, it needs to be placed 
in a location where you’re going to be able to 
transport the CO2 and store it underground 
safely and in a verifiable way.”

According to the World Bank, carbon 
pricing revenue in 2021 increased by almost 
60 percent from 2020 levels, to around $84 
billion. “This provided important sources 
of funds to help support a sustainable 
economic recovery, finance broader fiscal 
reforms, or invest in communities as part of 
the low-carbon transition future,” the insti-
tution said in its annual State and Trends of 
Carbon Pricing report in May. The report 
presented recent carbon pricing develop-
ments around the world and found there 
were 68 direct carbon pricing instruments 
in operation: 36 carbon taxes and 32 emis-
sions trading systems.

Jane Ashton, director of sustainability 
for EasyJet, another airline participating 
in the scheme, said credits were not read-
ily available for such a nascent technology 
today. Collaborating through Airbus with 
other airlines was a way it could take steps 

to immediately support a technology that 
was at a very early stage.

She said many governments and expert 
organizations, including the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change, the International 
Energy Agency, and the Energy Transition 
Council, were all “absolutely adamant that 
this technology is fundamental to maintain or 
deliver a 1.5-degree world [maximum increase 
of 1.5 degrees].” 

Airlines contribute around 3 percent of 
global carbon emissions and are a focus of 
the renewables e!ort, particularly given the 
disparities in equitable access to travel faced 
around the world.

“Achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 
2050 is key for the Lufthansa Group,” said 
Caroline Drischel, head of corporate respon-
sibility, Lufthansa Group. “This involves 
billion euro investments in continuous fleet 
modernization and our strong commitment 
to sustainable aviation fuels. In addition, 
we are exploring new technologies, like 
advanced and safe carbon capture and stor-
age processes.”

“Airbus’s stance on sustainability is not just 
a ‘poster,’” said Nicolas Chretien, Airbus head 
of sustainability and environment. “We mean 
it. We want to be leaders, so stay tuned.” z

The Airbus H175M is one of the contenders for the UK’s New Medium Helicopter requirement. If 
chosen, Airbus would build it at its factory at Broughton in north Wales.
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Aerospace needs to 
focus on top talent 
by Charles Alcock

Aerospace and defense companies need to 
urgently recalibrate their approach to recruit-
ing and retaining skilled employees or risk a 
worsening brain drain with talent gravitating 
to other technology sectors, according to a 
new report published yesterday by manage-
ment consultant McKinsey & Company. It 
says an industry with 50,000 unfilled posi-
tions is losing sta! at a rate 6 percent higher 
than other sectors and at the same time is 
losing out in recruiting new talent due to fac-
tors including a failure to compete with tech 
companies’ pay rates and benefits.

But the skills deficit is just one of several 
challenges facing the industry, with McKinsey 
and other experts urging companies to double 
down on urgent fixes for worsening post-Covid 
supply chain issues and invest more aggres-
sively to address the existential threat posed to 
aviation if it does not meet the acknowledged 
imperative to achieve net-zero carbon status.

According to one of four new reports issued 
by McKinsey at this week’s Farnborough Air-
show, funding for what it calls future air mobil-
ity (FAM) increased by 25 percent over the 
last six months. After heavy backing for new 
eVTOL aircraft, the company’s analysts now 
see a shift towards sustainable technology to be 
applied more broadly across the aerospace sec-
tor, including conventional takeo! and landing 
aircraft that could be powered by battery elec-
tric, hybrid, and hydrogen propulsion systems.

Robin Riedel, co-lead for the McKinsey Cen-
ter for Future Mobility, told a Farnborough air 
show press briefing on July 20 that his team is 
seeing a longer-term “portfolio approach” to 
investments in sustainable technology, includ-
ing e!orts to achieve rapid improvements in 
new propulsion systems, as well as e!orts to 
launch supersonic and hypersonic flight.

In his view, it will take until the 2030s for 
advanced air mobility (AAM) to become an 
established market and between 50 to 80 
percent of the start-ups involved in the gold 
rush will not achieve a return on their e!orts. 
But he is adamant that aviation must rise to 
the environmental challenge or face the very 

real prospect that it could become a pariah, 
accounting for as much as 10 percent of global 
carbon emissions (five times current levels). 

At investment bank Lazard, Michael Rich-
ter, managing director and global head of aero-
space and defense, tempered expectations of 
rapid paybacks for bets on the AAM sector. 

“The reality is these [eVTOL] machines have 
yet to enter service, and regulations [need 
to be] qualified by the authorities and the 
ground infrastructure established,” he told 

AIN. “Progress is being made but the antic-
ipated launch dates are ambitious. It is more 
likely that initial machines will serve useful 
cargo roles in regions where terrestrial infra-
structure is lacking.”

With sub-tier aerospace suppliers facing 
urgent di"culties relating to skills shortages, 
inflated raw materials costs, and diminishing 
returns over the life of a contract, Richter said 
that OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers are further 
consolidating their customer bases. “Sub-tier 
suppliers are often family-owned companies 
who do not have the financial strength to 

weather ongoing disruptions and delays in 
the supply chain,” he commented. “They may 
find themselves squeezed and less well-placed 
to secure new contracts which will, in turn, 
have them look to partnership or acquisition 
by bigger, complementary players.”

While the aerospace sector might be able 
to overcome short-term headaches like its 
over-reliance on limited sources of some key 
materials like Russian titanium and insu"-
ciently resilient supply chains, McKinsey’s 
analysts repeatedly warned that the indus-
try’s talent deficit will increasingly constrain 
growth and progress if not addressed.

Lazard’s Richter told AIN that aviation 
doesn’t have to settle for second-best in com-
peting for talent. “Since the pandemic on both 
sides of the Atlantic, skilled, mostly senior 
aerospace personnel have exited the industry 

to take early retirement or take advantage of 
transferable skills, but equally the arrival of 
new sustainable technology aircraft programs 
is helping attract new talent from automotive 
and other industrial sectors,” he said. “Com-
mercial pilot demand is becoming prevalent 
again, as is the need for engineering talent. 
Initiatives are coming in, such as apprentice-
ships and national aerospace clusters focusing 
on encouraging young people to consider avi-
ation careers. Artificial intelligence, data, dig-
italization, and AAM are all helping to widen 
interest in aerospace.” z
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Business and pleasure combine at the first Farnborough International Airshow since the Covid- 
canceled event in 2020, and this year saw heightened interest despite two hot days at the show.
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Aero Vodochody 
L-39NG certified
by David Donald

Czech airframer Aero Vodochody—which 
built its first aircraft in 1919—has received 
EU/NATO certification to EMAR 21 stan-
dards for its L-39NG new-generation 
trainer/light attack jet in the baseline trainer 
version. The program began in 2014 and the 
first of four prototypes flew in December 
2018. The second followed a year later, while 
the other two performed static and fatigue 
testing, which the company completed in 
July last year.

Aero Vodochody now has the first exam-
ples in serial production for launch customer 
Vietnam, which is buying 12 for advanced and 
weapons training. It will complete the first 
two before the end of the year, although one 
will initially be retained in the Czech Republic 
for the supplemental type certification flights 
associated with the armed version. The other 
will be used for initial maintainer training 
before both get handed over to Vietnam’s air 
force in 2023.

Hungary, which has ordered 12 for training 
and as light attackers, follows. Four of them 
will be configured for reconnaissance/for-
ward air control with an L3 Wescam MX-15E 
electro-optic turret mounted beneath the 
fuselage in a permanent installation. A fur-
ther order from a third customer is due to be 
announced soon.

In another development, Aero Vodochody 
signed an MoU this week with U.S. company 
Patriots Global Training, which has used 
first-generation L-39s for 22 years to provide 
military pilot training, including for the U.S. 
Air Force’s partner nation training program. 
That e!ort could expand to as many as 250 
aircraft, and Patriots is pitching the L-39NG 
as an ideal, cost-e!ective training mount 
for this requirement. The MoU covers the 
establishment of a regional maintenance and 
upgrade hub for L-39s and, if an order was 
large enough, the aircraft could be manufac-
tured in the U.S.

Although it shares its external shape with 
the original L-39, of which nearly 3,000 
were built, the NG is essentially an all-new 
aircraft. It is powered by a Williams Interna-
tional FJ44-4M turbofan and features a Mar-
tin-Baker CZ16H ejection seat, 15,000-hour 
airframe life, single-piece forward canopy, 
and new avionics. The latter include state-
of-the-art training functions such as virtual 
radar and the simulation of mission systems 
and weapons.

The baseline L-39NG has two underwing 
hardpoints for drop tanks, while the armed 
version has a centerline and four underwing 
hardpoints for weapons carriage, includ-
ing a centerline gun installation such as FN 
Herstal’s HMP 0.5-in a machine gun pod. 
Total payload is 1,650 kilograms. z

Aero Vodochody has flown two L-39NG prototypes, this being the first. It assigned another two air-
frames to static and ground testing for the certification program.

Farsound adverts 
appeal to hearts, 
lungs, and brains   
MRO engine parts provider Farsound 
Aviation is getting noticed at the Farnbor-
ough International Airshow this week with 
its restroom-based advertising campaign. 
Displayed inside the comfort facilities at 
the show, the campaign features a trio of 
posters depicting a human heart, lungs, or 
brain, assembled from engine parts and 
hardware, with the tagline “Your Problem 

- Our Solution,” highlighting Farsound’s 
individualized approach to serving clients.

“It just seemed like a good idea,” said 
Simon Mariner, the Romford, UK com-
pany’s head of business development, 
about the ad placement locations. 

Arthur London Agency created the 
campaign, and while not new, it is mak-
ing its Farnborough debut. Farsound has 
exhibited at previous editions of the show.

Farsound provides aftermarket 
C-class hardware and expendables for 
engines from Rolls-Royce, Pratt & Whit-
ney, GE, and others. The rebound of the 
MRO sector has lagged the OEM mar-
kets, Mariner said. “And now the supply 
chain is the real major issue: raw mate-
rials, Ukraine issues, exotic metals, lead 
times are going through the roof. Stock 
is becoming more and more di!cult to 
obtain,” he explained. J.W.

A sample 
of the 
creative 
design that 
Farsound 
Aviation 
employed 
in its FIA22 
advertising.
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Hydrogen could power 
EasyJet’s Rolls engines
by Peter Shaw-Smith

EasyJet and Rolls-Royce have embarked on 
an agreement to pioneer the development of 
hydrogen combustion engine technology with 
a view to powering a range of aircraft, particu-
larly those in the narrowbody market.

Under a partnership to be known as H2Zero, 
the companies have committed to on-ground 
engine testing later this year, pending a later 
move into the air. “The objective of the part-
nership is to demonstrate that hydrogen has 
the potential to power a range of aircraft from 
the mid-2030s onwards,” the companies said 
at the Farnborough Airshow.

An expert in engine development and com-
bustion systems, Rolls-Royce hopes to bene-
fit from EasyJet’s operational knowledge and 
experience. The airline also plans to invest 
directly in the H2Zero test program.

The initial goal of the program centers on a 
ground test of a Rolls-Royce AE 2100 engine 
in the UK this year. A full-scale ground test 
of a Rolls-Royce Pearl 15 engine will follow, 

although the trial location remains undecided. 
The program will build on initial hydrogen 
combustion and fuel system rig tests that 
Rolls-Royce is engaged in with both Cranfield 
and Loughborough universities.

“In order to achieve net zero by 2050, we 
have always said that radical action is needed 
to address aviation’s climate impact,” said 
EasyJet CEO Johan Lundgren. “The technol-
ogy that emerges from this program has the 
potential to power EasyJet-size aircraft, which 
is why we will also be making a multi-million-
pound investment in this program.”

“H2Zero is a big step forward for Rolls-Royce 
and we are excited to be working with a part-
ner that shares a desire to innovate and find 
new answers to aviation’s biggest challenges,” 
said Grazia Vittadini, Rolls-Royce’s chief tech-
nology and strategy o!cer. “We at Rolls-Royce 
want to be ready to pioneer sustainability with 
whatever the future requires, be it hydrogen, 
electric power, sustainable aviation fuel, or 
gas turbine e!ciency. This agreement further 
inspires us to move forward.” z

Saudi solons seek 
defense attention 
Key Saudi Arabian defense stakehold-
ers are seeking to raise the profile of 
the Kingdom’s domestic defense indus-
try at the Farnborough Airshow.

Under the national “Invest Saudi” 
banner, the General Authority for Mil-
itary Industries (GAMI), Saudi Arabia’s 
defense industry regulator is leading 
the KSA Pavilion’s participation along-
side key government entities and pri-
vate sector representatives, including 
the Ministry of Investment, Saudi Ara-
bian Military Industries (SAMI), and the 
World Defense Show (WDS).

GAMI governor Ahmad Al-Ohali 
underlined domestic capabilities, in 
particular GAMI’s efforts to nurture 
national talent. “Human capital contin-
ues to be a major focal enabler of the 
Kingdom’s ambitious localization jour-
ney, as evidenced by the launch of the 
Military Industries Human Capital strat-
egy in February and the subsequent 
announcement of the establishment of 
the National Academy of Military Indus-
tries shortly thereafter,” said Al-Ohali.

The defense sector and matters of 
national security are Kingdom priorities, 
and localizing this and other key sectors 
means expanding the potential of non-
oil revenue streams in line with Vision 
2030, Saudi Arabia’s plan to diversity 
away from hydrocarbons.

GAMI aims to localize more than 
50 percent of national expenditure on 
defense equipment and services by 2030. 
GAMI believes it o!ers billions of dollars 
worth of investment opportunities.

The inaugural WDS took place in 
early March, necessitating a lifting 
of several Covid restrictions in the 
Kingdom, and was, according to par-
ticipants, three times bigger than last 
year’s Dubai Airshow. P.S.-S.

Just before the opening of the Farnborough International Airshow, Gulfstream Aerospace’s fly-by-
wire G600 made a smooth arrival in preparation for a prominent position on the static display. 
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A step 
forward 
for zero 
emissions
by Celia Konowe

GKN Aerospace and Vertical Aerospace have 
taken another step forward in their 2021 
partnership in which Vertical chose GKN to 
provide the electrical wiring interconnection 
system (EWIS) and integration expertise for 
the first flying prototype of its VX4 all-elec-
tric demonstrator aircraft. Vertical expects the 
VX4, a piloted, zero emissions, four-passenger 
aircraft, to fly more than 100 miles, achieve 
a top speed of more than 200 mph, produce 
minimal noise, and generate a low cost per 
passenger mile.

Vertical Aerospace was founded in 2016 
by Stephen Fitzpatrick, also the founder of 
Ovo Group, an energy and technology group 
and Europe’s largest independent energy 

retailer. During the past nine months, the 
two companies have cultivated the devel-
opment, integration, support, and delivery 
of EWIS, which includes the high-voltage, 
high-power interconnection system that 
runs power from the batteries to the VX4’s 
electric propulsion units. 

“Building the VX4 requires great expertise 
and a pioneering spirit,” said Michael Cervenka, 
president of Vertical Aerospace. “Our partner-
ship with GKN Aerospace…is providing the 
aerostructures and EWIS systems in the VX4, 
accelerating our development, and signifying 

great progress for electric aviation as a whole.”
John Pritchard, president of civil airframes 

at GKN, shared the sentiment. “This is a 
breakthrough moment in our step towards 
creating a sustainable future of flight,” he said. 
“Companies like Vertical are a game-changer 
for our industry and are making zero-emission 
travel a reality today.”

The next step in a seemingly electric part-
nership will involve manufacturing and inte-
grating the wing and EWIS for the VX4. Design 
and development has already begun, targeting 
Vertical’s VX4 entry into service in 2025. z

On display at the Farnborough Airshow, the Vertical Aerospace VX4 will use GKN’s electrical wiring 
interconnection system and integration expertise.

Tweedie describes the XA100 as a trans-
formational engine, marking a step-change 
between the current twin-stream turbofan and 
a new three-stream approach to combat aircraft 
powerplants. The change, he says, is as momen-
tous as the transitions from piston to turbojet 
power and then from turbojet to turbofan. Twin-
stream turbofan technology has essentially 
reached the limit of its potential, requiring a new 
concept that also takes into account the rapidly 
rising requirement for thermal management as 
more power-hungry and heat-producing mis-
sion systems go into combat aircraft.

Exactly how the adaptive cycle XA100 
works remains proprietary information, but 
in essence the engine combines the fuel e!-
ciency of the high bypass ratio turbofans that 
power commercial airliners with the high 
thrust o"ered by low bypass ratio turbofans 
in today’s fighters. The adaptive cycle engine 
automatically reconfigures itself in flight to 

match the particular requirements of the 
moment, be that economical cruise or high 
thrust. For the pilot, there is no di"erence 
insofar as they still control the engine power 
setting through a single thrust lever.

The results o"er a range increase of around 
30 percent and 10 to 20 percent more thrust. 
Through having a third airflow stream and 
advanced heat exchangers, the thermal man-
agement capability doubles. GE has estimated 
that implementation of the AETP could save 
the Air Force as much as $10 billion over the 
F-35A’s life-cycle through better fuel e!ciency 
and reduced maintenance requirements.

Development of the XA100 has its roots 
in the Advent science and technology project 
that ran from 2007 to 2014 and, among other 
areas, explored engine operations at very high 
internal temperatures. A subsequent Air Force 
project got underway in 2012, during which 
some components of an adaptive cycle power-
plant underwent testing before the launch of a 
full-scale AETP prototype in 2016. The first of 
two XA100 prototypes ran for the first time at 
Evendale in December 2020, with the second 

following in August 2021 before its move to 
the Arnold EDC, where it is now being tested 
across the full flight envelope in a campaign 
that has neared completion.

The F-35A was selected as the target vehicle 
for the new engine as, according to Tweedie, 

“it is the fastest path to get this technology into 
the air,” with a targeted initial service release 
in fiscal year 2028. The XA100 is designed to 
fit within the F-35A’s engine bay with no modi-
fications required to the aircraft. Although the 
XA100 is slightly heavier than the incumbent 
F135 engine, the use of technologies such as 
advanced additive manufacturing and  light-
weight ceramic matrix composites, has miti-
gated the weight gain. 

With the Air Force as the prime driver, the 
F-35A represents the primary focus of the 
XA100, but GE also has considered the addi-
tional requirements of the Navy’s F-35C and is 
proposing a common engine for both versions. 
The STOVL engine/lift fan powerplant of the 
Marine Corps’ F-35B o"ers more challenges, 
but GE is already in discussion with the F-35 
Joint Program O!ce on this opportunity. z

New F-35 engine 
 continued from page 1
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FARNBOROUGH
AIRSHOW NEWSBoeing unveils net 

zero modeling tool 
by Celia Konowe

Boeing has committed to the widely agreed-
upon goal of net zero emissions by 2050 and 
at the Farnborough Airshow unveiled the Cas-
cade data modeling tool, which outlines the 
most e!ective scenarios for reaching that goal.

“We are embarked as pioneers on a new science 
and industry…Our job is to keep everlastingly 
at research and experiment, to adapt our labo-
ratories to production as soon as practicable.”   

—Boeing founder Bill Boeing in 1929. 
Boeing chief sustainability o"cer Chris 

Raymond shared that quote at the beginning 
of Boeing’s media briefing on Monday as a 
source of inspiration. The earth faces a cli-
mate crisis, and many industries have begun 
to step up to the challenge of reducing emis-
sions. Driving and flying less isn’t an option 
in today’s mobile, globalized world. As the 
energy industry looks into infrastructure and 
power sources that can support society sus-
tainably, the same is being done with air travel. 
Currently, aviation accounts for 2.6 percent of 
global emissions, and 12 percent of transpor-
tation-related emissions. While that poses a 
challenge, it also presents an opportunity to 
pioneer a new industry, as Boeing believes, 
one of sustainable aviation.

Sustainable aviation, Raymond explained, 
must go beyond the work already done in fuel 
e"ciency and must enter an era of sustain-
able product life cycles. This is where Boeing’s 
Cascade data modeling tool comes into play. 

“There are multiple ways to a future where 

aviation has zero climate impact,” he said. “We 
created Cascade on a foundation of credible 
data and analytical models to allow users to 
explore various pathways to net-zero. We think 
this model will help our industry visualize, for 
the first time, the real climate impact of each 
solution, from beginning to end, and to inform 
the most probable and e!ective strategies.”

Boeing created Cascade to depict and con-
sider the di!erent paths to decarbonization 
and their potential ability to reduce emis-
sions. The platform considers four strate-
gies: airplane fleet renewal; renewable energy 
sources such as sustainable fuel, hydrogen, 
and electric propulsion; operational e"ciency 
improvements; and advanced technologies. 
The model also assesses the lifecycle impacts 
of renewable energy by accounting for the 
emissions required to produce, distribute, 
and use alternative energies like sustainable 
aviation fuel (SAF). The plan is to use the tool 
to determine when, where, and how di!erent 
fuel sources intersect with new aircraft design. 

“Product development tells you what you 
can do—product strategy tells you what 
you should do,” said Mike Sinnett, Boeing 
vice-president and general manager of prod-
uct development. “Cascade is a tool to tell us 
what we should do.” 

There remain countless questions and even 
more tests to run, but the industry seems to 
have united as pioneers for a cleaner future. 
As Raymond reminded the room: “What Bill 
Boeing said about pioneers in 1929 is relevant 
to sustainable aerospace today.” z

(Left to right) Boeing executives Brian Yutko, Mike Sinnett, and Chris Raymond outlined plans to help 
the aerospace industry meet sustainability goals at a Farnborough Airshow forum.
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